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Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Sectional Committee, HMO 03

FOREWORD

This Indian Standard ( Second Revision) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards, after the
draft finalized by the Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Sectional Committee had been approved
by the Heavy Mechanical Engineering Division Council.

This Indian Standard was first pu blished in 1960 and revised in J971. The committee responsible
to formulate this standard decided to cover the requirements of split air conditioners also in the
standard. Accordingly, this standard has been spJitted up in following two parts:

IS 1391 ( Part I ) : 1992 Room air conditioners - Specification: Part 1 Unitary air conditioners

IS 1391 ( Part 2 ) : 1992 Room air conditioners - Specification: Part 2 Split air conditioners

In the preparation of this standard assistance has been derived from ISO/DIS 5151 'Room air
conditioners and heat pumps - Testing and rating', issued by the International Organization for
Standardization.

In this standard split air conditioners from 3 000 kcal/h to 9000 kcaJ/h capacities have been covered.
While formulating this standard due importance has been given to energy conservation, noise
pollution and safety.

The basic units of measurement together with their symbols for the various quantities used in the
text have been listed in Annex A.

For the purpose of deciding whether a particular requirement of this standard is complied with. the
final value, observed or calculated, expressing the result of a test or analysis, shall be rounded off
in accordance with IS 2 : 1960 'Rules for rounding off numerical values (revised)'. The number
of significant places retained in the rounded oft value should be the same as that of the specified
value in this standard.

 



AMENDMENT NO. 1 OcrOBER 2000
TO

IS 1391 (PART 2) : 1992 ROOM AIR
CONDITIONERS - SPECIFICATION

PART 2 SPLIT AIR CONDITIONERS

(SecondRevi.D)

( Page 3, clause 5.3.5, second line) - Substitute 'IS 694 : 1990' for
'IS 694 : 1977'.

( Page 3, clause 5.4.1, fourth line) - Substitute 'IS 10773 : 1995' for
'IS 10773 : 1983'.

(Page 6, clause 9.5.3.1, second line) - Substitute '4 hours' for '12 hours'.

( Page 6, clause 9.5.3.1, first line) - Substitute '4 hours' for '1211ours'.

( Page 18, clause 15.3.7 ) - Insert the following Note at the end of the
clause:

'NOTE - The lests 8115.3.1 and 15.3.5 may be carried out separalely on each indoor and
condensine units without inter-connecting. These tests on the inler-oonnected units may be
carriedout 15 persamplinl planapeed betweenmanufacturerand purchaser.'

( Page 6, Table 1 ) -Substitute tbe following table for the existing:

Table 1 Power Consumption Rating

Rat" CooU... Capacity
(kcallb)

3000

4S00

6000

7500

9000

Maxilllwa Power CODlumpta
(kW)

1.65

2.3

3.1

3.6

4.4

1

 



Amend No. 1 to IS 1391 ( Part Z ) : 1991

( Page 20, Annex B ) - Substitute tbe following IS No. and title for
existing:

IS No.

694: 1990

10773 : 1995

(ME3 )

Tille

PVC insulated cables for working
voltages up to and including 1 100 volts
( third revision)

Wrought copper tubes for refrigeration
and air conditioning purposes ( first
revision)

Printed at New India Printing Press. Khurja. India
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AMENDMENT NO. 2 DECEMBER 2006
TO

IS 1391 (pART 2) : 1992 ROOM AIR
CO~mONERS- SPECIFICATION

PART 2 8PUT AIR CONDmONI!RS

(a.-uI""" )

('age 2. c..4.4)~ Subltitute foUowiDI for theexisting:

"lecoJnmended clllIificatioa of DOIIliuI oooliDg capacities of the split air
caadit:iaaen IbII1be• UDder, kcaIIb (kW):

:J 000 (3.~), 4 500 (5.2). 6 000 (7). 7 500 (8.7) and9 000 (1O.S).t

(Page3, c""'- 6.1, S8COIJd II".) - Substitute -'-L7' lor16..1.1·.

(Pili- 3, cJau. 6.1.1) - Delete amd Jalumber the subsequent clau8es.

(Pap 4, c"" 8.1, ."th IIIfe) - Substitute 'Not specified' /01' ·300C~. 

(Pas- 4, cltJue 8.3, sixth It".) - Substitute & l~OCt /0,. 416OC'.

(Pi"ge 4, cl.- 8.3, ntnth Ime) - Substitute 'Not specified' for '16°C'.

(ptlg. 5,clml.l.S, &i%lh II".) - Sub&titute '200C~ for '21OC'.

(Pt«. " clau.I.5, ...",h 11M) - Substitute .. 15°C' fo1' 'Not specifted'.

(Page S,cia". 8.6, sixth Ilne)- Substitute '27°C' for '24 GC' .

(Pag. S, clalls.8.', ninth line) - Substitute 624°C' for 421°C.'.

(Page S, cu.."', tenth liM) - Substitute 118°C'./Or '1'.5°C·.

(/'age 7, clav. 9.9.3) - InIert the following Note at the codof the clause:

-NOTE - .......... or wet bulb tempcnIUro~ ............. ambi.. room
c.lori...it not required it... oiIorimcur DINtI the roquiraaeat of11.2.1.'

1

 



Amead No. 2 to IS 1391 (Part 2) : 1992

(Pages 8 QIId 10, cltnue& 10.1.1. 10.1.2, 10.1.4, 10.2.1 and 10.2.2) -
Cooling EtfectlHcating Capacity sbaIlbecalculated in tenns of Watts (W).

(ME],)

~Unit, BII,.New Delhi. ..&;
2

 



AMENDMENT NO. 3  JULY  2010 
TO 

IS 1391 (PART 2) : 1992 ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS ― 
SPECIFICATION 

 
PART 2 SPLIT AIR CONDITIONERS 

 
( Second Revision ) 

 
(Page 8, clause 10.1.1) ― Substitute the following for the existing: 

 
10.1.1 Total Cooling Effect on Room Side 
 
The total cooling effect on the room side, as tested in either the calibrated or 
balanced ambient room type calorimeter (see Fig. 2A and 2B) is calculated as 
follows: 
 

qtr = ∑Er + (hw1 – hw2) wr  + qlp  + qlr     …………………………….(1) 
 

where 
 
qtr = total room cooling effect as determined on room side 

compartment, in watts; 
 
∑Er = sum of all power input to room side compartment, in watts; 
 
hw1 = specific enthalpy of water or steam supplied to maintain 

humidity. If no water is introduced during the test, hw1, is taken at 
the temperature of the water in the humidifier tank of 
reconditioning equipment, in kJ/kg; 

 
hw2 = specific enthalpy of condensed moisture leaving the room side 

compartment. Since transfer of condensed moisture from room 
side to outdoor side compartment usually takes place within the 
air conditioner. Due to the practical difficulty in measuring its 
temperature, the temperature of the condensate may be assumed 
to be at the measured or estimated wet bulb temperature of the air 
leaving the air conditioner, in kJ/kg. 

 
 
 

1 
Price Group 2 
 

 



Amend No. 3 to IS 1391 (Part 2) : 1992 
 

wr = water vapour (rate) condensed by air conditioner. This is 
measured by reconditioning equipment as the amount of water 
evaporated into room side compartment to maintain required 
humidity, in g/sec; 

 
qlp = heat leakage rate into room side compartment through separating 

partition between room side and outdoor side compartments, as 
determined from calibrating test (or may be based on calculation 
in case of balanced ambient room type calorimeter), in watts; and 

 
qlr = heat leakage rate into room side compartment through wall, floor 

and ceiling (but not including the separating partition) as 
determined from calibrating test, in watts. 

 
(Page 8, clause 10.1.2) ― Substitute the following for the existing: 

 
10.1.2 Total Cooling Effect on Outdoor Side 
 
The total room cooling effect on the outdoor side, as tested in either the 
calibrated or balanced ambient room type calorimeter (see Fig. 2A and 2B) is 
calculated as follows: 
 

qto = qo– ∑Eo – E + (hw3 – hw2)  wr  + qlp  + q1o  ............................(2) 

where 

qto = total room cooling effect as determined on outdoor side, in watts; 
 
qo = heat removed by cooling coil in outdoor side compartment, in 

watts; 
 
∑Eo = sum of all power input to any equipment, such as reheaters, 

circulating fans, etc, in outdoor side compartment, in watts; 
 
E = total power input to air conditioner, in watts; 
 
hw2 = specific enthalpy of condensed moisture leaving the room side 

compartment, as defined in 10.1.1; 
 
 
 
 

2 
 

 



Amend No. 3 to IS 1391 (Part 2) : 1992 
 
hw3 = specific enthalpy of condensate removed by air-treating coil in 

outdoor side compartment reconditioning equipment taken at the 
temperature at which the condensate leaves the compartment, in 
kJ/kg; 

 
wr = water vapour condensed by air conditioner, as defined in 10.1.1; 
 
qlp = heat leakage out of outdoor side compartment through separating 

partition between room side and outdoor side compartments, as 
determined from calibrating test (or may be based on calculation 
in case of balanced ambient room type calorimeter). This quantity 
will be numerically equal to qlp used in equation (1) (see 10.1.1) 
only if the area of separating partition exposed to outdoor side is 
equal to the area exposed to the room side  compartment, in 
watts; and 

 
q1o = heat leakage out of outdoor side (but not including the separating 

partition), as determined from the calibrating test, in watts. 
 

(Page 8, clause 10.1.3) ― Substitute the following for the existing: 
 
10.1.3 Net Room Dehumidifying Effect 
 
The net dehumidifying effect is calculated as follows: 
 

qd = K2 wr  ……………………..………………(3) 
 

where 
 
qd = net room dehumidifying effect in watts; 
 
K2 = 2 460 kJ/kg; and 
 
wr = water vapour condensed by air conditioner as defined in 10.1.1. 

 
(Page 8, clause 10.1.4) ― Substitute the following for the existing: 

 
10.1.4 Net Room Sensible Cooling Effect 
 
The net room sensible cooling effect is calculated as follows: 
 

3 
 

 



Amend No. 3 to IS 1391 (Part 2) : 1992 
 

qs = qtr – qd.………….……………………….(4) 
 

where 
 
qs = net room sensible cooling effect, in watts, 
 
qtr = taken from equation (1), and 
 
qd = taken from equation (3). 

 
(Page 10, clause 10.2.1) ― Substitute the following for the existing: 

 
10.2.1 The Heating Capacity by Heat Pump on Room Side 
 
The heating effect on the room side as tested in either the calibrated or 
balanced ambient room type calorimeter is calculated as follows: 
 

qhr = q – ∑Ehr  + qlp  + qlr.…………………………………(6) 
 

where 
 
qhr = net heating capacity calculated on room side of the calorimeter, in 

watts; 
 
q = heat quantity removed by the cooling coil of the room side of the 

calorimeter, in watts; 
 
∑Her= total power input to room side of the calorimeter, in watts, 
 
qlp = heat leakage through the partition between room side and outdoor 

side, in watts); and, 
 

qlr = heat leakage through the floor, the wall (exclusive of the partition) 
and the ceiling, in watts. 

 
(Page 10, clause 10.2.2) ― Substitute the following for the existing: 

 
10.2.2 The Heating Capacity by Heat Pump on Outdoor Side 
 
The heating capacity by heat pump on the outdoor side as tested in either the 
calibrated or balanced ambient room type calorimeter is calculated as follows: 
 

4 

 



Amend No. 3 to IS 1391 (Part 2) : 1992 
 

qho = ∑Eho+ E + (hw5 – hw6)  wr  +qlp  + q1……………………(7) 
 

where 
 

qho = net heating capacity calculated on the outdoor side of the 
calorimeter, in watts; 

 
∑Eho= total power input to the outdoor side of the calorimeter, in watts; 
 
E = total power input to air conditioner, in watts; 
 
hw = specific enthalpy of water or vapour flowing into the outdoor side 

of the calorimeter, in kJ/kg; 
 
hw6 = specific enthalpy of condensed water, in kJ/kg; 
 
wr = quantity of water condensed at the conditioner, in g/sec; 
 
qlp = heat leakage through the partition between room side and outdoor  

side, in watts; and 
 
q1 = heat leakage through the floor, the wall (exclusive of the 

partition) and the ceiling, in watts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(ME 03) 
 

Reprography Unit, BIS, New Delhi, India 
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IS 1391 ( Part Z ) : 199Z

Indian Standard
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS - SPECIFICATION

PART 2 SPUT AIR CONDITIONERS

( Second Revision)
1 SCOPE

1.1 This standard prescribes the constructional and
performance requirements of split air conditioners.

1.% This standard also prescribes the test conditions
and the corresponding test procedures for determining
various performance characteristics of split air
conditioners which operate non-frosting when cooling
and dehumidifying at standard rating conditions.

1.3 This standard specifies split air conditioners
which may also serve as heaters by heat pump/electric
heater application.

Z REFERENCES

The Indian Standards given in Annex B are necessary
adjuncts to this standard.

3 TERMINOLOGY

ar For the purpose of this standard. the following
definitions shall apply. Definitions relating to air
flow (3.1.4 to 3.1.5) are illustrated in Fig. 1. Exhaust
air or fresh air in room side may be indicated in
Fig. 1, if provided.

3.1.1 Split Air Conditioner

It comprises of Indoor unit and Outdoor unit. The
Indoor unit may be mounted on floor or wall or
ceiUng. The Indoor and Outdoor units consist of

compressor. heat exchangers. fan motors and air
handling system installed in two separate cabinets.

It is designed primarily to provide conditioned air
to an enclosed space. room or zone (conditioned
space). It includes a prime source of refrigeration
for cooling and dehumidification and means for the
circulation and filtering of air.

3.1.% Standard Barometric Pressure

Barometric pressure of 1.013 25 bar (760 mm Hg).

3.1.3 Wet-Bulb Temperature

Temperature indicated when the temperature sensing
element and wetted wick have reached a state of
constant temperature (evaporative eqUilibrium)
(see U.l.!).

3.1.4 Room Discharge Air Flow of a Unit

Rate of flow of' air from the room side outlet of
the unit.

3.1.5 Room Imake Air Flow of a Unit

Rate of flow of air into the unit from the conditioned
space.

3.1.6 Net Total Room Cooling Effect of a Unit

Total available capacity of the unit for removing
sensible and latent heat from the space to be
conditioned.

ROOM SIDE OUT ODOR SIDE

ROOM DISCHARGE,

INDOOR UNIT
OUT ODOR UNIT

..--- OUT DOOR
INTAKE

ROOM INTAKE -

Flo. 10000nONS RE1..A'IING 10 AIll FLow

1

 



IS 1391 ( Part 2 ) : 1992

3.1.7 Net Room Dehumidifying Effect (Latent Cooling
Effect)

Total available capacity of the unit for removing
latent heat from the space to be conditioned.

3.1.8 Net Room Sensible Cooling Effect

Available capacity of the unit for removing sensible
beat from the Spice to be conditioned.

3.1.9 Net Room Sensible Heat Ratio

Ratio of the net room sensible cooling effect to the
net total room cooling effect.

3.1.10 Room Calorimeter

It is a test facility consisting of two contiguous
calorimeters with a common partition. One is
designated as the room side compartment, Ind the
other as the outdoor compartment. Each side is
equipped with instrumented reconditioning
equipment whose output may be measured Ind
controlled to counter balance the room side
debumidifying Ind cooling effect and the outdoor
side humidifying and heating effect of tbe split air
conditioner under test.

3.1.11 Rated Voltage

Voltage shown on the nameplate of the unit.

3.1.12 Rated Frequency

Frequency shown on the nameplate of the unit.

4 CLASsmCAnON

According to function and nominal cooling capacity,
split air conditioners shan be classified IS follows.

4.1 Classlftcatloa by Function

4.1.1 Cooling and Dehumidification

4.1.2 Cooling a"d Heating by Heat Pump

4.1.3 Cooling and Heatmg by Electric Heater

4.% Unit Type

4.2.1 Single Split having Single Indoor and Outdoor
Unit

4.2.2 Mulli Split htlvin, Multiple Indoor and Sillgle
Outdoor Unit

4.3 Vllit MouDtID. AITaDp..eDt

4.3.1 Floor Type

4.3.2 Ceiling Type

4.3.3 Wall Type

2

4.4 Recommended classification of nominal cooling
capacities of the split air conditioners shall he as
under:

3 000, 4 500, 6 000, 7 500 and 9 000 k~allb.

NOTE - 1 kcallb = 1.162 78 w.

5 CONSTRUCTION

5.1 General

5.1.1 The air conditioner and its parts shall be
constructed with the strengtb and rigidity adequate
for IlOnnal oonditions of handling, transport and usage.

5.1.2 There shall be no sharp edges or comers liable
to cause injury under Donna) conditions of use and
all moving parts which constitute accident hazards
shall be effectively guarded.

S.t.3 Parts which require periodic servicing shall
be readily accessible.

S.2 Material

5.2.1 Materials used in the construction of cabinet,
front panel, etc, sball comply with the corresponding
Indian Standards wherever applicable except where
such requirements are modified by this standard.

5.2.2 The material shall be free from defects which
Ire liable to cause undue deterioration or failure.

5.2.3 Under normal conditions of use and
maintenance, the materials used shall not shrink,
deteriorate, warp or cause mould or odours and shall
be resistant to attack of vermin and destructive pests.

5.%.4 Sealing and insulating materials shall not Jose
their essential properties such as adhesion, moisture
and heat resistance.

5.2.5 Internal and external finishes shall be capable
ofbeingcleaned effectively without undue deterioration
and shan besuch as to afford protection against climatic
action in all seasons under norma I use. All metal
parts which are exposed to moisture or ambient
conditions shan be corrosion resistant or adequately
protected against corrosion.

5.3 Electrically Charged Parts

5.3.1 The electrically live parts shall be protected
from accidental contact of the user.

5.3.2 Electric conductors shall be of electrically,
tbennally and mechanically stable and anti-corrosive
materials such as copper and copper alloy,

5.3.3 Switches and the like sball work smoothly and
keep good electrical contact.

5.3.4 Mike and break operation or status of a manual
switch shill be marked on prominent place by letters,
symbols or colours, 



5.3.5 Electrical cables used shall conform to
IS 694: 1977.

5.4 RefripraDt Circuit

5.4.1 The refrigerant pipes and fittings shall be of
approved quality and shall withstand normal working
pressures of air conditioners and should conform to
IS 10773 : 1983 or equivalent national standardl
international standard.

!.4.2 The refrigerant used sball be chemically pure,
free from moisture or any other chemical
contamination.

S.S.1 The heating element and fittings shall be finnly
installed. Also, the heating element shall be so built
that its broken end has no possibility to mike contact
with non-live metallic parts.

S.5.% Air conditioners which have electric heaters
for beating shall beso constructed that electric heater
circuit will not be completed when the recirculating
air handling systemremainsswitchedoff. Alternatively
switches of air handling motor and electric heater
shall work together simultaneously.

S.S.J With electric heater which has the possibility
of causing hazard by temperature rise, temperature
rise preventive device (inclusiveof thermal fuse) shall
be installed. In addition heating tbennostat shall be
used to control temperature.

S.5.4 The beat insulators shall be made of non
flammable rnaterialand shall withstandDonna) working
temperature.

5.6 Grounding Te....inal and Grounding Lead
Wire

Grounding terminal or grounding lead wire sball be
installed on a readily accessible place of the main
body. Indication of grounding shall be marked on
it or on the near spot. Grounding terminal sball be
so constructed that grounding wire can be easily and
finnly fastened.

5.6.1 Screw for grounding terminal shall conform
to IS 302-1 (1979).

5.6.2 Grounding lead wire shall conform to
IS 302-1(1979).

5.7 Air Filter

5.7.1 The air filter sball be of the dry air type. It
may be of tbe throwawaytype or washablereplaceable
type. The filter may be made from syntheticor coconut
fibre, animal bair or any other suitable material
witb proper bondin~ and impregnation to prevent
fraying or loosening of fibres under normal
operation.

3
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5.'.1 The thennostat shall conform to IS 11338 :
1985. Alternatively electronic thermostat may also
be used.

5.9 BenDetie Co..pruson

Hermetically sealed compressors shall conform to
IS 10617 (Part 1) : 1983.

5.10 Moton

FaDlblower motor shall conform to IS 996 : 1979.

6 RATING REQUIREMENTS

6.1 The declared ratiDBJI of the air conditioner shall
be based on conditions specified in 6.1.1 to 6.1.1.

6.1.1 Run-in Period

Before testing to determine ratings, the unit shall
be run-incontinuously for I period of about IS boUIS.

6.1.2 Cooling Capacity Ratings

6.1.2.1 Domestic marke:

Cooling capacity ntings shall be based on tests
conducted under conditions specified in 8.1 and with
apparatus described in 1%. Ratings shall include the
total cooling capacity and the latent cooling capacity
stated in kilocalories per hour.

6.1.2.2 Export market

Air conditioners manufactured for export shall be
ratedon theconditionsgiven in Annex C or as specified
by the purchaser.

6.1.3 Heat Pump Heating Capacity Ratings

Heating capacity ntin~ shall be based OD tests
conducted under the conditions specified in 1.5 Ind
shall be stated in kilocalories per bour.

6.1.4 Power Consumption Ratings for Heating by
Heat Pump

The rate of power consumption shan be based on
tests conducted under the conditions specified in I.!
and shall be stated in kilowatt.

6.1.5 Room Discharge Air Flow Ratings

Room discharge air flow ratings shall be stated in
cubic metres per bour of standard air at 270C dry
bulb, 6S percent relative humidity and a pressure
of 1.013 25 bar (or 760 mm Hg) as specified in
IS 196 : 1966 with the controls set for maximum
cooling and with the fresh air and exhaust dampers,
if any, properly closed.

6.1.6 Electrical Heating Capacity Ratings

An air conditioner equipped with 10 electrical beating
element or elements shall have its electrical heating 



Rated voltage

Rated frequency

IS 1391 ( Part Z ) : 1m

capacity IIti. determined by IDelsuJemeDt of the
total electrical power CODSUmed by the heatingelement
or elements.

6.1.7 Electrical Ratings

Ratings in watts for split air conditioner shall be
based. on standard voltage which shill be 230 volts,
single phase, 50 cis, the units, however, shall be
capable of working at Iny voltage within :tl0 percent
of the standard voltage. In case of three phase power
supply the nti. in Witts shall be based OD standard
400 volts, 50 cIs, the units, however, shall be Clplble
of working at any voltage within :!:5 percent of the
standard voltage.

In tbe case of de machines, the standard voltage
shall be 220 volts and the units shall be capable
of working within a voltage variltion of :tS percent
of the standlrd dc voltage.

6.1.1 Noise Ratings

Tbia is Jecommendatory test. As and when testing
facility would be IVlilable, it would be coDSidered
to make Ibis teat mandatory. Noise ratiup of split
lir conditioner shall be conducted under tbe test
coDditions specified in 1.1.

7 BASIS OF RATINGS

I RATING AND TEST CONDmONS

1.1 Capaelty Had... Test CoadltJoDl

The split air conditioner shin have nameplate rating
determined by tests conducted at the standard rating
conditions specified below:

Room air temperature:

a) Dry bulb 270C
b) Wet bulb 190C

Outside air temperature:

I) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

Test voltage

Test frequency

NOTES

1 If rated (requeucy is Dot avaUabie. abe C8p8City measured
....11 be correctecI by a conedioa f8dor depeocliDl UpoD

(reqUCDCJ 8ClUally ....ured durin. the tead...

2 PerceDtap drop fa (requeacy sball be applied as percentaae
drop ba volta. for power CO..umptiOD.

3 Tbe pipe leDlth betweea iDdoor unit aDd outdoor uait shall
be 5 Dl wheD laid horizontally.

Rlted f~queDCY

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

90 percent and 110 percent
of nameplate rating

1.2 MaD"." Operating Test CODdltlons

The maximum opemtingtests shall be conducted under
the conditions specified below:

Room air temperature:

a) Dry bulb 35°C
b) Wet bulb 24°C

1.3 Freeze·Up Test Coadltlons

Freeze-uptests shall be conducted under the conditions
specified below:

Room lir temperature:

a) Dry bulb. 21°C
b) Wet bulb 16°C

46°C
270C

Outside air temperature:

I) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

Test fJequency

Test voltage

Outside air temperature:

I) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

Test f~quency

Test voltage /,

7.1 For the purpose of nting, information shall be
provided regarding fundions which the unit performs,
namely:

I) Cooling;

b) Dehumidifying;

c) Heating, if provided; and

d) Air circulating.

7.2 In addition to the above, the following information
may be furnished by tbe manufacturer IS and when
desired:

I) Manufacturer's Dime and address;

b) Model size or type;

c) Net totll cooling effect;

d) Net dehumi,difying effect;

e) Net sensible cooling effect;

t) .. Total air capacity;

a) Name of refrigerant;

h) Weight of tbe refrigennt charged into the
unit;

j) Power input of each motor separately;

k) Total power input;

m) Nameplate rati. of elch motor;

n) Power input (or belting in watts;

p) Heating capacity, if provided; and

q) Manufacturer's instructions andrequirements
which may affect perfonnance.
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8.4 Enclosure Sweat Test Conditions

The enclosure sweat test shall be conducted under
the conditions given below:

Rated air temperature:

a) Dry bulb 27°C
b) Wet bulb 24°C

Outside air temperature:

a) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

IS 1391 ( Part 1 ) : 1992

b) ±O.SoC for the specified temperatures.

9.2 Safety

Split air conditioners shall meet as far as applicable
the requirements of IS 660 : 1963.

9.3 Power Factor Test

When operating under normal load under the conditions
specified in 8.1 with controls set for maximum cooling
the split air conditioner shall have overall poWCJ

factor, measured at 230 volts, 50 cis, not Jess than
0.85.

8.6 Heating by Heat Pump Overload Rating Test
Conditions

The maximum operating tests shall be conducted under
the conditions specified below:

8.5 Heating by Heat Pump Capacity Rating Test
Conditions

The beating capacity rating shall be conducted under
the conditions given below:

ROODl air temperature:

Room air temperature:

a) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

Outside air temperature:

a) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

9.4.1 Purpose

The purpose of tbis test is to prove that the air
conditioner is capable of operating satisfactorily under
maximum operating conditions,

9.4 Maximum Operating Conditions Test

9.4.1 Test Conditions

The maximum operating conditions test shall he
conducted under the condition specified in 8.1 for
cooling and 8.6 for heating.

9.4.3 Voltage Adjustment

Test voltages should be as specified in 8.2. These
voltages should be maintained at the specified
percentages under running conditions. The elcctrica I
service supplied to tbe unit service connection shc.uld
be such that the voltage will not rise more than -'
percent when the unit is stopped. After the service
has been adjusted to accomplish this result, no
subsequent adjustment should be made during either
test.

9.4.4 Procedure

The split air conditioner shall be operated continuously
for two hours after the specified air temperatures
and equilibrium condensate level have been
established. All power to the split air conditioner
shall tben be cut off for 3 minutes and then restored
for 1 hour. During this test no water should be sprinkled
on to the condenser other than what is condensed
in the evaporator.

9.4.5 Requirements

21°C
Not specified

24°C

Not specitied

Rated frequency

Rated voltage

Rated voltage

Rated frequency

a) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

Test frequency

Test voltage

Outside air temperature:

a) Dry bulb

b) Wet bulb

Test voltage

Test frequency

Test voltage

Test frequency

90 percent and 110 percent
of nameplate rating

Rated frequency

9.4.5.1 During one entire test, the split air conditioner
should operate without visible or audible ind ~c.ltjon

of damage.

9 PEIU~ORMANCE REQIJIREMENrr S

9.1 Variations Allowed In Performance Test
Readings

The conditions specified for the tests shall be average
values within the following variations:

a) t:2 percent of the standard voltage and
frequency, and

9.4.5.2 The split air conditioner fan/blower motor
should operate continuously for the first 2 hours of
the test witbout tripping of the motor overload
protective devices.

9.4.5.3 The motor overload protective device tnay
trip only during the first 5 minutes after the shut
down period of 3 minutes. During the remainder of
that 1 hour test period, no motor overload protective
device should trip.

5
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9.4.5.4 For those models so designed that resumption
of operation does not occur after initial trip within
tbe first 5 minutes, the unit may remain out ofoperation
for not longer than 60 minutes. It should then operate
continuously for 1 hour.

9.5 Freeze.tJp Tests

9.S.1 Purpose

The air blockage test and the drip test shall be
conducted to determine the ability of the air conditioner
to operate satisfactorily under conditions with tbe
maximum tendency to frost or ice the evaporator.

9.S.2 Test Conditions

Freeze-up test shall be conducted under the conditions
given in 8.3. Temperature control and ran speed at
the lowest and all dampers closed to produce the
maximum tendency to frost or ice the evaporator,
provided such settings are not contrary to the
manufacturers operating instructions.

9.5.3 Air Blockage Test

9.S.J.l l'rocedure

The test should be continuous, with the unit on the
cooling cycle for 12 hours after establishment of
the specified temperature conditions.

9.5.3.% Requirement

At the end of 12 hours the accumulation of ice or
frost on the evaporator shall not obstruct the air passing
through the evaporator coil.

9.5.4 Drip Test

9.5.4.1 l'rncedure

The unit should be operated for 6 hours with the
room-side air inlet covered to completely block the
passage of air so as to attempt to achieve complete
blockage of the evaporator coil by frost.

9.S.4.Z After the 6 bours operating period, the unit
should be stopped and the air inlet covering removed
until tbe accumulation of ice or frost has melted,
The unit should then be turned on again, with the
fans operating at the highest speed, for 5 minutes.

9.S.4.3 Requirements

During the test no ice shall drop Irom the unit, and
no water shall drip or blow off the unit on tbe room
side with water drain arrangement in operation.

9.6 Enclosure Sweat Test

9.6.1 Purpose

The purpose of this test is to determine the resistanee
to sweating of the air conditioner when operating
under conditions of high humidity.

6

9.6.% Test Conditions

An enclosure swelt test shall be conducted under
tbe conditions specified in 8.4. The unit controls,
fans, dampen, Ind grilles shall be set to produce
the maximum tendency to sweat provided sucb settings
are not contrary to manufacturers' operating
instrudions.

9.6.3 Procedure

After establishment of the specified temperature
conditions, tbe unit sball be operated continuously
for a period of 4 boulS.

9.6.4 Requirements

During the test, no condensed water shall drip, run
or blow off the unit.

9.7 Power Consumption Test for Cooling

9.7.1 Purpose

The purpose of the power consumption test is to
determine the power in watts.

9.7.2 Test Condition

The power measurement shall be determined during
tbe capacity rating test under the conditions given
in 8.1.

9.7.3 Procedure

The power measurement shall be the average power
measurement in watts measured during tbe capacity
rating test (see 9.9 and Annex D).

9.7.4 Requirements

The power consumption for air conditions tested under
tbe conditions laid in 8.1 shall not exceed the values
as given in Table 1.

Table 1 Power Consumption Rating

Raled CooIIaI c.,8dty Mam.UIII Power C.....ptIoB
(tcallh) (tW)

3 000 1.7

4 500 2.6

6 000 3.4

7 500 4.5

9 ()(X) 5.4

9.8 Power Consumption Test for Heating by Beat
Pump

9.8.1 Purpose

The purpose of the power consumption test is to
determine the power in watts.

9.8.2 Test Conditions

The power measurement shall be determined during
the heat pump rating test under the condition given
in 8.5. 



9.1.3 Procedure

The power measurement shall be the avenge power
measurement in watts measured during the heating
pump nting test (see 9.11 and Annex D).

,.... R~quirements

The rate of energy consumption for air conditioners
tested under the conditions laid in 8.5 shall not exceed
liS percent of the rated energy for heating by beat
pump.

9.9 Capacity Rating Test

9.9.1 Purpose

The purpose of the capacity rating test is to determine
tbe magnitude of the following functions:

I) Net total cooling effect.

b) Net dehumidifying effect,

c) Net sensible cooling effect, and
d) Net total air capacity for cooling.

9.9.1 Test Conditions

Capacity rating test shall be conducted under the
conditions specified in 8.1 and within the aJlowabJe
variation given in Table 2. The air conditioner shall
be in the condition as normally intended for use.
Filters and grilles where supplied shall be in position.

9.9.2.1 The test should be conducted at the selected
conditions with no changes in faD speed or system
resistance made to correct the variations from the
standard barometric pressure (see 3.1.2).

9.9.3 Variations allowed in capacity test readings
shall be as given in Table 2.

Table 2 VariadoDs Allowed ID
Capacity Test ReadlDp

..ellaI VariatiOll or
ArUhnletIcaI

Aven. from
a.....

CoacHliou

MaD"." Vartatloa
or IadlYidual 10
Maute Readbap

rna Rathal
Co.cUd..
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capacity on the room side and the other shall determine
the capacity on the outdoor side.

(These two simultaneous determinations shall agree
within 4 percent of the value obtained on the room
side for the test to be valid.)

9.9.4.1 Test conditions shall be maintained until
equilibrium has been reached, and maintained for
not less than 1 bour before recording data for the
capicity test. The test shall tben be run for 1 bour
recording data every 10 minutes, giving 7 sets of
reedings.

9.9.4.2 The data to be recorded for this test are given
in Annex D. This Annex shows general information
required, but is not intended to limit tbe data to
be obtained.

As an interim measure till tbe date by which the
testing facilities as per calorimeter are available in
tbe country, the capacity rating test shall be conducted
adoptingthe psychrometric method on the evaporator
side as described in 4.1(a) and c.alculations as given
in 5.1.1 of IS 8148 : 1976 employing nozzle method
of measuring velocity. This method shall, however,
be followed without baving any dueting arrangement
shown in Fig. 1 of IS 8148: 1976, during temperature
measurements. The room discharge air flow shall
be measured separately in accordance with 13 of
IS 1391 (Part 2) : 1992.

9.9.5 Requirements

The capacity of the production unit 8S determined
on the room side shall be not less than 90 percent
of the nameplate rating.

9.10 Noise Test

For noise test, the air conditioner shall be installed
in a noise measuring room shown in Fig. 7. The
split air conditioner shall be operated in the cooling
condition with rated voltage and rated frequency.
The noise level in the indoor side shall be measured
in accordance with the method described in 14 and
shall Dot exceed the value given in Table 3.

Table 3 Noise Level

All eaterinl air temperature:
a) Dry-bulb O.3OC
b) Wet-bulb O.2OC

Rated CooIIaI Capacity
(kmllla)

Mad.... Nolle Level .. DBA
~ ...,A "

Indoor Side Outdoor Side

NOTE - During startinl aDd SlOpping. there should nol be
Iny toucbiDI noise.

Air temperature surrouadiDI
balnced ambient calorimeter:

a) Dry-bulb O.'OC
tJ) Wet-bulb O.3OC

I.OOC
O•.5OC

4 500 01' less

S 000 or moR

.58

62

68

70

9.9A Procedure for Testing Air Conditioner in
Calorimeter

This procedure shall be applicable only when the
air conditioner is tested in calorimeter. The air
conditioner shall be tested in calorimeter complying
with 11. Two simultaneous methods for detennining
capacities shall be used. One metbod shall determine

7

9.11 Heat Pump Beating Capacity Test

After installation of the air conditioner in the
calorimeter specified in 12, the operation switches
and others shall be putin operation under the condition
of beating by heat pump shall be worked out with
the measuring method and calculating fonnula defined
in 10. The beating capacity sball include those of 
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auxiliary electric heater and humidifying beater, if
these are provided.

ambient room type calorimeter (see Fig. 2A and 28)
is calculated as follows

The measured heating capacity shall not be less than
90 percent of tbe rated beat pump capacity.

qto = qo - K1 IEo - K 1E + (11(,03 - hUJ2) W,
+ Qlp + Ql0 ••••(2)

where

10.1 Capaclty Rating

10.1.1 Net Total Cooling Effect on Room Side

qtr = K 1 I.E, + (laW I - h( 2)W, + Qlp + qtr ....(1)

where

10.1.2 Net Total Cooling Effect on Outdoor Side

The net total rOOID cooling effect on the outdoor
side, as tested in either the calibrated or balanced

....(3)

net total room cooling effect as determined
on outdoor side;
beat removed by cooling coil in outdoor
side compartment;
1 (= 0.860 kcal/Wh);
sum of all power input to any equipment,
such as beaters, circulating fans, etc, in
outdoor side compartment;
enthalpy of condensed moisture leaving
the room side compartment, as defined
in 10.1.1;
total power input to air conditioner,
enthalpy of condensate removed by air
treating coil in outdoor side compartment
reconditioning equipment taken at the
temperature at which the condensate leaves
the compartment;

= water vapour condensed by air conditioner,
as defined in 10.1.1;

= beat leakage out of outdoor side
compartment through separating partition
between room side and outdoor side
compartments, as determined from
calibrating test (or rnay be based on
calculation in case" of balanced ambient
room type calorimeter). This quantity will
be numerically equal to ql used in
equation (1) (see 10.1.1) only ~f the area
of separating partition exposed to outdoor
side is equal to the area exposed to the
room side compartment; and

= beat leakage out of outdoor side (but not
including the separating partition), as
determined from the calibrating test.

s: =

«: =
K1 =
IE =

0

hW2 =

E =
hW3 =

W,

q. = qtz - qd ....(4)

where

qd = net room debumidifying effect;
K

2
= 2 460 kl/kg (= 588 kcal/kg); and

W, = water vapour condensed by air conditioner
as defined in 10.1.1.

where

q, = net room sensible cooling effect,

10.1.4 Net Room Sensible Cooling Effect

The net room sensible cooling effect is calculated
as follows:

10.1.3 Net Room Dehumidifying Effect

The net dehumidifyingeffect is calculated as follows:

= net total room cooling effect as determined
on room side compartment (kcal/h);

= 1 (= 0.860 kcaJ/Wh);
= sum of all power input to room side

compartment;
= enthalpy of water of steam supplied to

maintain humidity. If no water is
introduced during tbe test, hW1 is taken
at the temperature of the water in the
humidifier tank of reconditioning
equipment;

= enthalpy of condensed moisture leaving
the room side compartment. Since transfer
of condensed moisture from room side
to outdoor side compartment usually takes
place within the air conditioner, with
consequent difficulty in measuring its
temperature, the temperature of the
condensate may be assumed to be at the
measured or estimated, wet bulb
temperature of tbe air leaving the air
conditioner;

= water vapour (rate) condensed by air
conditioner. This is measured by
reconditioning equipment as tbe amount
of water evaporated into room side
compartment to maintain required
humidity;

= heat leakage rate into room side
compartment through separating partition
between room side and outdoor side
compartments, 8S determined from
calibrating test (or may be based on
-calculation in case of balanced ambient
room type calorimeter); and

= heat leakage rate into room side
compartment through wall, floor and
ceiling (but not including tbe separating
partition) as determined from calibrating
test.

W
r

The net total cooling effect on tbe room side, as
tested in either the calibrated or balanced ambient
rOOI11 type calorimeter (Fig. 2A and 2B) is calculated
as follows:

8
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= see equation (1), and

qd = see equation (3).

10.1.5 Net Room Sensible Heat Ratio

The net room sensible heat ratio is calculated as
follows:

SHR =

where

SHR= net room sensible heat ratio,
q. = see equation (4), and
q" = see equation (1).

PRESSURE
EQUALIZING

DEVICE

....(5)

HEATER

HUMDIFIER

FAN

MIXERS

FIG. 2A CAllBRA'IlID ROOM TYPE CALORIMETER

HEATER--,

HUMIOIFIER---....

FAN

MIXERS

ONTROLLED
TEMPERATURE

AIR SPACE

PRESSURE
EQUALIZING

DEVICE

COOLING
COIL

MIXERS

FrG. 2B BALANCED AMBIENT ROOM TYPE CALORIMETER
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where

qhr =
q =

IEh =r

hUJ4 =

h..s =

W =r

s., =

qtr =

IS 1391 ( Part 2 ) : 1991

10.2 CalculatioD of BeatlnR Capacity &y Heat
Pump

10.2.1 TheHeating Capacity byHeatPumponRoom
Side

The net heating effect on the room side as tested
in either the calibrated or balanced ambient room
type calorimeter is calculated as follows:

qh, = q - 860 IEhf - (hca4 - hCJ),)Wr + Qlp + qtr
....(6)

net heating capacity calculated on room
side of the calorimeter (kcallh);
heat quantity removed by the cooling coil
of tbe room side of the calorimeter (kcal/
h);
total input to room side of the calorimeter
(kW);
enthalpy of water or vapour flowing into
the room side of the calorimeter (kcatl
kg);
enthalpy of condensed water flowing out
of tbe room side of the calorimeter (kcal/
kg);
quantity of condensed water at cooling
coil (quantity of vapour from humidifier
-- kglh);
heat leakage through tbe partition between
room side and outdoor side (kcallh); and
heat leakage tbrough the floor, the wall
(exclusive of the partition) and the ceiling
(kcallh).

10.1.2 The Heating Capacity by Heat Pump on
Outdoor Side

The beating capacity by heat pump on the outdoor
side as tested in either tbe calibrated or balanced
ambient room type calorimeter is calculated as follows:

qho =860 IEho + 860 E (1JCJa5 - hc.JWr + QlP + qt
....(7)

where

qho = net beating capacity calculated on tbe
outdoor side of tbe calorimeter (kcal/h);

IEho = total input to the outdoor side of the
calorimeter;

E = total power input to air conditioner;
h.., = entbalpy of water or vapour Oowing into

tbe outdoor side of the calorimeter (keal/
kg);

hw6 . = enthaply of condensed water flowing out
of the outdoor side of thecalorimeter (kcall
kg);

W
f

= quantity of water condensed at the
conditioner (kglh);

qlP = beat leakage through tbe partition between
room side Ind outdoor side (kcallh); and

ql = beat leakage through the floor, the wall
(exclusive of tile partition) and tbe ceiling'
(kcallb).
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11 INSTRUMENTS

11.1 Temperature Measuring InstnalDents

11.1.1 Temperature measurements shali be made with
one or more of the following instruments:

a) Mercury-in-glass thermometers,

b) Thermocouples,

c) Electric resistance thermometers, and

d) Electronic temperature indicator.

11.1.% Instrument accuracy shall be within the
following limits:

a) Wet bulb and dry bulb temperatures of
reconditioned air in rOOD1 side calorimeter
compartment, ±O.l°C;

b) Water temperatures, outdoor side compartment
conditioning coil, ±O.l°C; and

c) AU other temperatures, ±O.30C.

11.1.3 In no case smallest scale division of the
temperature measuring instrument shall exceed the
specified accuracy.

11.1.4 Where an instrument accuracy ± Q.1°C is
specified, the instrument shaJJ be calibrated by
comparison with a thermometer certified by 8

recognized authority.

II.I.! In all measurements of wet bulb temperature,
sufficient setting shall be provided and sufficient time
shall beallowed for the state of evaporative equilibrium
to be attained.

For mercury-in-g1ass thermometers (not over 6.5 mm
bulb diameter) temperatures shall be read under
conditions which ensure a minimum air velocity
of 3 mls.

11.1.6 Whenever possible, temperature measuring
instruments used to measure the change in temperature
should be arranged so that they can be readily
interchanged between inlet and outlet positions to
improve accuracy.

11.1.7 Temperature of fluids within conduits should
be measured by inserting temperature instruments
directly within the fluid or within a well inserted
into the fluid. If a glass thermometer is to be inserted
dire~y -into the fluid, it shall be calibrated for the
effect of pressure.

11.1.8 Temperature measuring instruments should be
adequately sbielded from radiation from any adjacent
heat sources.

11.2 Pressure Measuring Instruments

11.2.1 Accuracy of pressure measuring instruments,
not including barometers should permit measurements
within ±t N/m' (0.01 m bar) (0.1 DIm ~O). 



The equalizing device shall be adjusted during
calorimeter tests or air tlow measurements, so that

-"'_., AllIS OF
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FIG. 3 AIR FLow MEAsUREMENT NOZZLE
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effect by balancing the heat and water rejection on
the condenser side with a measured amount ofcooling
medium.

U.%.% The two calorimeters compartments, room
side and outdoor side, are separated by an insulated
partition having an opening into which the split air
conditioner is mounted. The air conditioner shall be
installed using supporting members and filler pieces
in a manner similar to a normal installation. No effort
shall be made to seal the internal construction of
the air conditioner to prevent air leakage from the
condenser side to the evaporator side or vice versa.
No connections or alterations shall be made to the
air conditionerwhich might in any way alter its normal
operation.

12.%.3 A pressure equalizing device shall be
provided in the partition wall between the room side
and the outdoor side compartments to maintain a
balanced pressure between these compartments and
also to permit measurement of leakage, exhaust and
ventilation air. This device consists of one or more
nozzles of the type shown in Fig. 3, a discharge
chamberequippedwith an exhaust fan and mallOmetelS
for measuring compartment and air flow pressures.
A suggested arrangement of components is shown
in Fig. 4. Since the air flow from one compartment
to the other may be in either direction, two such
devices mounted in opposite direction, or a reversing
device shall be used.

The manometer pressure pick-up tubes shall be so
located as to be affected by air discharged from the
air conditioner on test or bv the exhaust from the
pressure equalizing device. The fan or blower which
exhaust air from 'he discharge chamber shall permit
variation of its air flow by suitable means, such as
a variable speed drive, or a damper as shown in
Fig. 4. The exhaust from this fan or blower shall
be such that it will not effect the inlet air to the
air conditioner on test.

11.%.3 Barometric pressure shall be measured by a
barometer having scale markings permitting readins-;
with an accuracy within :to.1 percent.

11.3 Electrical Iostruments

11.%.% In no case the smallest scale division of the
pressure measuring instrument shall exceed the
specified accuracy.

11.3.1 Electrical measurements shall be made with
either indicating type or integratingtypeof instruments.

11.3.% Instruments used for measuring all electrical
inputs to the calorimeter compartments shall be
accurate to :to.S percent of the quantity measured.

11.4 Water Flow Measuring Iostnaments

11.4.1 Volume measurements shall be made with
either of the following iMtruments having an accuracy
of :t1.0 percent of the quantity measured:

a) Uquid-quantity meter, measuring either mass
or volume; and

b) Uquid flow rate meter.

11.4.% Uquid quantity meter shall employ a tank
having sufficient capacity to accumulate the flow
for at least two minutes.

11.5 Nobe Measuring Instrument

Noise measurement shall be made with a sound level
meter whose accuracy is :t1.0 percent of the quantity
measured. The instrument shall be able to measure
a weighted sound pressure level.

12 CALORIMETERS

11.6 Other Instruments

11.6.1 Time interval measurements should be made
with iastruments whose accuracy is :to.2 percent of
the quantity measured.

11.6.% Mass measurements should be made with
apparatus whose accuracy is :!:1.0 percent of the
quantity measured.

12.1 Calorimeter Required for Testing SpUt Air
Condltlonen

Air conditioners shall be tested for cooling capacity
in a room calorimeter of either the calibrated or
balanced ambient type as prescribed in 12.3 and U.4.

12.% Calorlmeten - General

12.%.1 The calorimeter provides a method for
determining cooling capacity simultaneously on both
the room side and the outdoor side. The room side
capacity determination is made by balancing the
cooling and dehumidifying effects with measured heat
and water inputs. The outdoor side capacity provides
a conforming test of the cooling and dehumidifying

11
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the static pressure difference between the roomside
and outdoor side compartments is not greater than
1.5 N/m2 or 0.015 mbar or 0.153 mm Hp. The
construction details and calculations are specified
in 13.

tz.%.4 The size of the calorimeter shall be suffICient
to avoid any restriction to intake or discharge openings
of the air conditioner. Perforated plates or other
suitable grilles shall be provided at the discharge
opening from the reconditioning equipment to avoid
face velocities exceeding 0.5 mls. SuffICient space
shall be allowed in front of any inlet or discharge
grilles of the air conditioner to avoid interference
with air flow. Minimum distance from the air
conditioner to side walls or ceiling of the compartments
should be 1 m except for the back of a console
type room ai, conditioner which should be in normal
relation to the wall. The suggested dimensions for
the calorimeter are given below:

tz.%.5 Each compartment shall be provided with
reconditioning equipment to maintain specified air
flow and prescribed conditions. Reconditioning
equipment for the room side compartment shall consist
of heaters to supply sensible heat and a humidifier
to supply moisture. The enetgy supply may be electric,
steam or any other source that can be controlled
and measured. Reconditioning equipment for the
outdoor side compartment shall provide cooling and
dehumidiflCltion. A cooling coil equipped with by
pass dampers to control the dry bulb temperature
and supplied with a variable temperature water or
variable water quantity to control the wet bulb
temperature may be used. If desired, dehumidifying
apparatus or reheating apparatus or both may be used
in combination with the cooling coil. Reconditioning
equipment for both compartments shall be provided
with fans ofsufticient capacity to overcome the
resistance of the reconditioning equipment and
circulate not less than two times the quantity of air

Maximum RatedCooling
Capacity ofUnit·

kcal/h (W*)

2500(3000)
5000(6000)
7500(9000)

*Figures given ill bracket are rounded off values.

2.4
2.4
2.7

Height
m

2.1
2.1
2.4

Depth
m

1.8
2.4
3.0
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discharged by the air conditioner to the room side
or to the outdoor side as the case may be. In no
case shall the reconditioning equipment dis
charge less than one compartment air change per
minute.

1%.%.6 Remote reading thermometers, instruments,
or air sampling tubes shall be used to measure the
specified wet bulb and dry bulb temperature in both
calorimeter compartments, Air sampling shall comply
with It.l.!. The air sampling tube may be brought
outside of the Calorimeter walls for ease in leading
the thermometers, but should be sealed and insulated
to avoid air leakage and heat leakage. The sampling
tube fans and ran motors shall be installed completely
within the calorimeter compartments and their electrical
input included in the load measurement. The fan
motor shall be located so that its heat will not cause
stratification of tbe air passing into the air conditioner.
The Can should draw the air over the thermometers
and return the air to the SIDle compartment in a
manner that will not affect air temperature
measurements or inlet or discharge air flow of the
air conditioner.

12.2.7 It is recognized tha t in both the room side
and outdoor side compartments, temperature gradients
and air flow patterns result from the interaction of
the reconditioning equipment and the split air
conditioner being tested. Therefore, the resultant
conditions are peculiar to and depend upon 8 given
combination of compartment size, !Jrrangement and
size of reconditioning equipment, and the air
conditioners air discharge characteristics.

Accordingly, no single location for the measurement
of dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures018Y bespecified
which will be acceptable for all combinations of
calorimeter facilities and split air conditioners which
may be tested.

It is intended that tbe specified test temperatures
surrounding the unit being tested shall simulate as
nearly as possible a normal installation of such a
unit operating at ambient air conditions identical with
these specified test temperatures.

The point of measurement of specified test
temperatures, both wet bulb and dry bulb, shall be
such tbat tbe following conditions are fulfilled:

a) The measured temperatures shall be tbe
representative of the temperature surrounding
the unit, and simulate the conditions
encountered in an actual application for both
room and outdoor sides as indicated above;
and

b) At the point of measurement, the temperature
of air shall not be affected by air discbarged
from the tcst unit. This makes it mandatory
that the temperatures are measured upstream
of any recirculation produced by the test
unit.

13
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NOTES

1 If the conditions of air movement and air now patterns in
the calorimeter compartment are favourable, the temperature
may be measured at the outlet of the recooditionins
equipment.

2 It bas heeD established that the unit being tested does DOl
produce any by.pasect air frOID discbuge to intake opening,
the specified temperatures may be measured immediately
upstream of such intake opening. In this case, care shan be
taken to ensure lhat tbe temperature measuring equipmeot
does nol belp or penalize lhe conditioner in any way.

1%.%.8 Interior surfaces of the ca lorimeter
compartments shall be of non-porous material with
all joints sealed against air and moisture leakage.
Access doors shall be tightly sealed against air and
moisture leakage by use of gaskets or other suitable
means.

12.3 Calibrated Room Type Calorimeter

12.3.1 Calibrated room type calorimeter is sbown
in Fig. 2A. Each calorimeter, including the separating
partition, shall be insulated to prevent beat leakage
(including radiation) in excess of 5 percent of the
air conditioner capacity. It is recommended that an
air spac-epennitting free circulation may be provided
under the calorimeter floor.

1%.3.% Heat leakage may be determined in either
the room side or outdoor side compartments by the
following method:

"All openings shan be closed. Either compartment
may be beated by electric heaters to a temperature
of at least 11°C above the surrounding ambient
temperature. The ambient should be maintained at
a constant temperature :t lOC outside all six enveloping
surfaces of the compartment including the separating
partition. If the construction of the partition is identical
with that of the other walls, the heat leakage through
the partition may be determined on a proportional
area basis."

12.3.3 for calibrating the heat leakage through the
separating partition, the following procedure may be
used:

"A test is carried as described in 1%.3.2. Then the
temperature of tbe adjoining area on the other side
of the separating partition may be raised to equal
the temperature in tbe heated compartment thus
eliminating heat leakage through tbe partition, while
tbe lloe differential is maintained between tbe heated
compartment and the ambient surrounding the other
five enveloping surfaces. The difference in heat
between the first test and the second test will permit
determination of the leakage through the partition
alone."

11.3.4 For the outdoor side compartment equipped
with means for cooling, an alternate means of
calibration may be to cool the compartment to
temperature at least 1loe below the ambient
temperature (on six sides) and carry out a similar
analysis.
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Uo4 Bal.nced Anablent ROOIII Type C.lorbaeter

Uo4.l The balanced ambient room type calorimeter
similar to that shown in Fig- 3D is based on the
principle of maintaining the dry bulb temperatures
sunouDding the particular compartment equal to the
dry-bulb temperatures maintained within that
compartment.

If the ambient wet bulb temperature is also mai_inecl
equal to that within the compartment, the vapour
proofing provisions of U.2.8 are ·not required.

1204.2 The floor, ceiling and walls of the calorimeter
compartments shall bespaced at a sufficient distance
away from the floor, ceiliag and walls of the controlled
areas in which thecompartments are located in older
to provide uniform air temperature in the intervening
space. It is recommended that this distance be at
least 300 mm. Means shall be provided to circulate

the air within the surrouDding space to prevent
stratification.

1204.3 Heat leakage through the separating partition
shall be introduced into the heat balance calculation
and may be calibrated in accordance with 12.3 or
may be calculated.

120404 It is recommended that tllie floor, ceiling and
walls of the calorimeter compartments be insulated
so as to limit beat leakage (including radiation) to
not more than 10_ percent of the air conditioner
caplcity, with a 110C temperature difference or 300
W (250 kcallb) for the same temperature difference,
whichever is greater, u tested using the procedure
given in 12.3.2.

13 AIR rtow MEASUREMENT

13.1 AIr Flow Dete....ln.tlon

13.1.1 The following air quantities may be measured
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using the apparatus described in 13.2 and 13.3 and
testing procedure specified in 1304 and 13.5:

a) Room discharge air flow;
b) Exhaust air flow; and

c) Fresh air flow, if room air conditioner is
equipped to provide same.

13.1.1 Air flow quantities are determined as mass
flow rate. If air flow quantities are to be expressed
for rating purposes in volume flow rates, such ratings
should state the conditions (pressure, temperature
and humidity) at which the specific volume is
determined.

13.2 Nozzles

13.1.1 Nozzles shall be constructed in accordance
with Fig. 3 and installed in accordance with the
provisions of 13.3, 13.4 and 13.5.

13.1.2 Nozzle dischar~e coefficients for the
construction sl,town in Fig. 3 may be determined by
use of alignment chart (see Fig. S).

13.2.3 Nozzles may also be constructed in accordance
with appropriate Indian Standards provided they can
be used in the apparatus shown in Fig. 4 and 6,
and result in equivalent accuracy.

13.3 Apparatus for Room DIscharge Air Flow
Measurements

13.3.1 Recirculated air flow measurements sball
be made witb apparatus similar to that shown in
Fig. 3, 4 and 6.

13.3.2 One or more nozzles constructed in
accordance with Fig. 4 shall be fitted into one wall
oftbe reeeivingchamber. discharginginto the discharge

AIR VELOCITY, max
46m/min
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chamber, and should be of such a size that the throat
velocity is not less than IS mIs. Centre diatance
between nozzles in use should not be less than three
throat diametel&, and the distance from the centre
of any nozzle to any of the four adjacent side walls
should be not less than 1.5 throat diametel&. If the
nozz1es are ofdifferent diamctel&, the distance between
axes shaD be besed upon the average diameter. Size
and arrangement of the receiving chamber shall be
sufficient to provide uniform approach velocity to
the nozzle(s) or have suitable diffusion barne to
accomplish this purpose. Nozzles so installed may
be considered to have a negligible correction for
approach velocity.

13.3.3 To establish a zero static pressure, with respect
to the lest room, at the discharge of the room air
conditioner in the receiving chamber, a manometer
should have one side connected to one or more static
pressure connections located flush with the inner wall
of tbe receiving chamber.

13.3.4 Size and arrangement of thedischarge chamber
shall be such that the distance from the centre of
any nozzle to the adjacent side wall is not less than
I.S throat diamelel& and not less than five throat
diametel& to the next construction unless suitable
diffusion baffles are used.

13.3.5 An exhaust fan shall be connected to the
discharge chamber to overcome the resistance of
chamber, nozzle(s) and diffusion barnes.

13.3.6 The manometer(s) used to measure the
pressure drop across the nozzle(s) should have one
side connected to one or more static pressure
connections located flush with the inner wall of the
receiving chamber. The other side of the
manometer(s) is connected in a similar manner to

DIFFUSION
------r~BAFFLES

XHAUST FAN

AIR TEMPERATURE
SAMPLING DEVICE
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one or more static pressure connections in the wall
of the discbarge chamber. Static prasure connections
should be located so as not to be affected by air
flow.

If desired, the velocity head of the air stream leaving
tbe nozzle(s) may be measured by a pitot tube, but,
wben more tban one nozzle(s) are in use, the pitot
tube reading shan be determined for eacb nozzle.
Temperature readings at the nozzle(s) should be used
only for determining air density.

13.4 Roo.. Disch.... Air Flow Measurement

13A.l Room discharge air flow shall be measured
with ipplntus similar to that illustrated in Fig. 6.

13A.2 The outlet or outletsof the roomair conditioner
shallbeconnected to the receiving chamberby adapter
ducting of negligible air resistance.

13.4.3 The exhaust ran shall beadjusted to give zero
static pressure at the discharge of tbe unitary air
conditioner in the receiving chamber.

13.4.4 The following readings shan be taken:

a) Barometric pressure,
b) Nozzle dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures,

and
c) Nozzle velocity pressure.

13.4.5 Air mass flow rate and air volume flow nte
through a single nozzle shall bedetermined as follows:

Q.. = sc; c, A If- (8)

•

= specific volume of humid air at dry bulb
aad wet bulb temperature conditions
existing at nozzle inlet but at standard
barometric pressure.

NOTE - Where tbe "rometric pressure deviates from the
standard balODIetric pressure by DOt more thaD 0.03 bar (22.5
mm Hi). V: may. for simplicity. be considered equal to V•.

13.4.6 Air flow through multiple nozzle sball be
calculated in accordance with 13.4.5 except tbe total
flow nte will be the sum of the Q. for each nozzle
used.

13.5 VentllatloD, Exhaust and Leakage Air Flow
Measuremeats

13.5.1 V~ntilation, exhaust and leakage air flow shall
be measured by apparatus similar to that illustrated
in Fig. 4 with the cooling means and the beating
means, if any, inoperative.

13.5.% With the equalizing device adjusted for a
maximum static pressure differential between room
side and outdoor side compartment of 1 N/m2 ; 0.01
m bar (0.1 mm ~O) the following readings should
be taken:

a) Barometric pressure,
b) Nozzle dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures,

and

c) Nozzle velocity pressure.

13.5.3 Air flow values shall be calculated in
accordance with 13A.5.

14 NOISE TEST

14.1 Noise Measuring Room

mass flow rate;

volume flow rate;

1.41 for international system (51) units
and 15 950 for metric technical units;

nozzle coefficient (see 13.1);

nozzle area (m'):

static pressure difference across nozzle
or velocity pressure of nozzle throat, the
approach velocity being considered
negligible;

specific volume of bumid air at nozzle
inlet;

standard barometric pressure =1.013 25
bar (760 mm 8g);
barometric pressure at nozzle inlet;

specific buntidity at nozzle inlet; and

V' =•

where

Qm =
Qv =
K

3 =

Cd =
A =
h =p

V' =•
p =0

p =
K =

p
o

p (l:~)

........(9)
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The noise measuring room shall be anechoic room
complying with the following:

a) Background noise should be less than the
measured 'value by at least 11 dBA.

b) Distance between the wall and microphone
to be such that tbe effect of sound reflected
from the wall can be negligible.

14.% Noise Measuring Method

The room air conditioner should be mounted firmly
and the microphone should be located indoor side
at the position shown in Fig. 7. The sound level
in A-scale should be measured using sound level
meter.

IS TESTS

IS.l Classification of Tests

Testssballbeclassified intothe following three grou~:

a) Production routine tests,

b) Type test, and
c) Acceptance tests. 
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NOTES

1 For eoile leStroom, tbe flpJe indicates for Ooor model.plit air coaditio.IL
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Flo. 7 NOISE TEsT ROOM

15.1.1 Production Routine Tests

These shall consist of routine tests that would be
,conducted on each and every unit after completion
at the manufacturer's works (see 15.3).

15.1.1 Type Tests

,These tests shall consist of the tests that would
be necessary to check up the performance and
characteristics of tile units and components and shall
be carried out by a recognized testing authority who
may be the manufacturer if approved by the
purchaser. Once a split air conditioner has undergone
type tests, any minor or essential alterations which
the manufacturer intends to make shall be reported
to the testing authority laid down in this standard
(see 15.4).

15.1.3 Acceptance Tests

If the purchaser desired any of the production routine
tests to be repeated at the time of purchase, then
where agreed to between the purchaser and the
manufacturer, the tests may be carried out at the
manufacturer's works; alternatively, the tests may
be repeated at the place specified by the purchaser
provided that all the arrangements for tests are made
by the purchaser at the specified place.

15.1 S••ples for Tests

15.1.1 Type' Tests

Two split air conditioners of each size be sent along

17

with manufacturer·s detailed specifications to the
recognized testing authority for purposes of type tests.
Thesamples shall be picked up at random from stock
or routine factory production.

15.1.% Acceptance Tests

The number of samples shall be agreed upon
between the manufacturer and the purchaser.

15.3 ProductJoD· Koudae Tests

15.3.1 General Running Test

Each indoor unit shaJJ be given a separate run to
ensure vibration free and thorough running of
mechanical parts. The running of outdoor unit shall
be with a test rig patterned to a standard indoor
unit.

15.3.1 Pressure Test or Leakage Test

No part of the assembly under test shall show signs
of refrigerant leakage under normal working pressure
when tested with a leak detector. This shall be in
addition to the manufacturer's production test on each
unit at the appropriate pressure corresponding to the
refrigerant used.

15.3.3 Insulation Resistance Test

The insulation resistance between all electric circuits
and the metal parts when measured at normal room
temperature with a voltage of not less than 500 V
de shall not be less than 1 Me. 
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15.3.4 !!igh Voltage Test

The electrical insulation of all circuits sball be such
as to withstand I test pressure of 1 000 V applied
for not less than 2 seconds between eire'uits Ind
accessible metal parts at normal room temperature.

The test voltage shall be alternating approximately
sine wave form and ofany convenient frequency
between 2S to 100 cis.

15.3.5 Performance Test

Measurements shall be made of the following under
the prevailing ambient conditions and the performance
figures from (a) to (d) shall be compared with the
unit wbich bas already passed the type test:

a) Dry bulb temperature of return air,

b) Dry bulb temperature of the supply air,

c) Voltage,

d) Current consumption, and

e) Total power consumption.

15.3.5.1 Permissible variations from the type tested
unit

c) Power factor test specified in 9.3,
d) Maximunt operating conditions test specified

in 9.4,
e) Freeze-up test specified in 9.5,

1) Enclosure sweat test as specified in 9.', and
g) Powcr consumption test as specified in 9.7

and 9.8.

15A.I The type test report shall also contain the
nameplate particulars of the split air conditioners for
purposes of identification.

16 MANUFACTURER'S GUARANTEE

1'.1 The manufacturer shall give a guarantee for
the soundness of construction and performance of
the air conditioner, and shall be responsible for putting
right Iny manufacturing defects free of charge for
• period of 12 months right from the date of sale
to the original purchaser or date of inspection of
approval in tbc case of Government or Semi
Government Institutio•. Such repairs or replacements
ofdefective partsshall becarried out at manufacturer's
works, or his authorized agent at site or It service
shop.

NOTE - Instruments accuracy shaD be as follows:

Temperature

Electrical meters

15.3.6 Lealcage Current Test

The leakage current shall not exceed 3.5 rnA when
tested as per IS 302-1(1979).

15.3.7 Earthing Resistance Test

The earthing resistance test of an air conditioner shall
not exceed 0.1 g when tested as per IS 302-1(1979).

15A T)'~ Tests

Besides all tbe production routine tests outlined
in 15.3, the type tests shall comprise the
following:

a) Capacity rating test specified in 9.9,
b) Room discharge air Dow rating test in

accordance with the procedure given in 13.4
and undcr conditions in 6.1.5.

18 PRECAUfIONS

18.1 Precautions to install the split air conditioner
shall be written on the main body and/ or in the
instruction manual.

a) Name and address of the manufacturer;

b) Type or model number and serial number
of the unit;

c) Name and quantity of refrigerant charge;

d) Rated voltage, phase and rated frequency;

e) Nominal cooling capacity at rated condition;

t) Power consumption at rated conditions; and

g) Nominal current at rated conditions.

17.2 Standarel Marldag

Details available with the Bureau of Indian Standards.

17.1 Thesplit air conditioner shall have the following
infonnation marked on a nameplate in a permanent
and legible manner in a locationwhere it is accessible
and visible:

17 MARKING:!:10C

:!:5 percent
Temperature

Electrical equipments

18
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ANNEX A
( Foreword)

BASIC UNITS OF~ MEASUREMENT AND THEIR SYMBOLS

SI Quantity Intematlonal System Metric Units
No. (81)Units

Name of unit Symbol Name of unit Symbol

1 Air mass flow rate kilogram per second kgls kilogram per hour kglh

Air volume flow rate cubic metre per second m"/s cubic metre per hour m"/b

2 Air specific humidity kilogram per kilogram kglkg kilogram per kilogram kglkg

3 Air specific volume cubic metre per mJlkg cubic metre per mJlkg
kilogram kilogram

4 Air static pressure newton per square metre N/m2 millimetre of water mm
or dynamic pressure ~O

5 Air veJocity metre per second m/s metre per second m/s

6 Air volume cubic metre m3 cubic metre m3

7 Area squa re metre m2 square metre m2

8 Barometric pressure newton per square metre N/m2 bar bar
millibar : mbar
millimetre of rom
mercury (torr) Hg

9 Cooling effect watt W -kilocalorie per hour kcaJIb

10 Dehumidifying effect watt W -kilocalorie per hour kcallh

11 Electric current input ampere A ampere A

12 Electric frequency hertz Hz bertz Hz

13 Electric power input watt W watt W

14 Specific enthalpy joule per kilogram J/kg kilocalorie per kcal/kg
kilogram

15 Rotating speed radian per second rad/s tum per second trls
turn per minute tr/min

16 Heat Dow rate watt W ·kilocalorie per hour kcal/h

17 Heat leakage rate watt W -kilocalorie per bour kcallh

18 Linear measurements metre m metre m
millimetre mm millimetre mm

19 Temperature kelvin K degree Celsius °C

Interval of temperature kelvin K degree Celsius °C

20 Water mass flow rate kilogram per second kws kilogram per bour kglh

21 Acceleration metre per square second mls" metre per square second m1s2

-I kilocalorie 15°C = 4.185 5 u.

19
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ANNEXB
(Clause2 )

LIST OF TOE REFERRED INDIAN STANDARDS

IS No.

196 : 1966

302-1(1979)

660 : 1963

694 : 1977

Title

Atmospheric conditions for
testing
Safety of household and similar
electrical appliances : Part' 1
General requirements (fifth
revision)
Safety code for mechanical
refrigeration
PVC insulated cables for
working voltages up to and
including 1 100 volts (second
revision)

IS No.

996 : 1979

8148 : 1976
10617 (Part 1) :

1983

10773 : 1983

11338 : 1985

Title

Single-phase small ac and
universal electric motors (second
revision)
Pacbged air conditioners
Hennetic compressors : Part 1
High temperature application
group
Copper tubes for refrigeration
purposes
Thermostats for use in
refrigerators, air conditioners,
water coolers and beverage
coolers

ANNEXC
( Clause 6.1.2.2 )

RATING CONDITIONS FOR UNITS INTENDED FOR EXPORT

C·l COOUNG CAPACITY RATING TEST C-2.1 The maximum operating test conditions shan
, CONDmONS be as follows:

C.l.l The test conditions for the cooling capacity
'shaD be u follows:

Test Conditio"

A B

b) Outside air temperature

1. Dry bulb 350C 460C

2. Wet bulb 240C 240C

c) Test frequency Rated frequency·

d) Test voltage Rated voltaget

C·2 MAXIMUM OPERATING CONDmONS

a) Room air
temperature

1. Dry bulb

2. Wet bulb

270C 290C

190C t90C

a) Room air
temperature

1. Dry bulb

2. Wet bulb

b) Outside air
temperature

1. Dry bulb 430C 52°C

2. Wet bulb 26°C 310C

c) Test frequency Rated frequency·

d) Test voltage 1. 90 petcentand 110 pe~nt
for units with single DIme
plate rating

2. 95 percent of minimum
voltage and 110 percent of
voltage for units with dual
nameplate

·Ual. willi dual rated frequeDdea lIIouid be felled a' eadI frequellCY.

tUalta.vUta dual rated vol.... lIIouid be teased at diebJaIIer wi....

20
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ANNEXD
(Clauses 9.7.3,9.8.3 and 9.9.4.2 )

DATA TO BE RECORD'~D FOR COOLING CAPACITY TESTS

0·1 The following data shall be recorded for cooling 11. Total power input to room side and outdoor
capacity tests: side compartments;

1. Date; 12. Water quantity evaporated in humidifier;
2. Observers;

13. Temperature of humidifier water entering
3. Barometric pressure; room side compartment or in humidifier tank;

4. Applied voltage for eacb test unit motor; 14. Cooling water-flow rate through outdoor side
5. Frequency of applied voltage for each test compartment heat rejection coil;

unit motor;
15. Temperature of cooling water entering outdoor

6. Total power input to unit, except if more side compartment for heat rejection coil;
than one external power connection is provided
on unit, record input to each connection 16. Temperature of cooling water leaving outdoor
separately; side compartment from heat rejection coil;

7. Total current input to unit;
17. Water condensed in outdoor side compartment;

8. Control dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures
of air (room side calorimeter compartment) 18. Temperature of condensed water leaving
(see 1%.%.7); outdoor side compartment;

9. Control dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures 19. Volume of air tlow through measuring nozzleof air (outdoor side calorimeter compartment) of separating partition flow meter; and
(see 12.2.7);

10. Average air temperature outside tbe calori- 20. Static air pressure difference across separating
meter (calibrated room type) (see Fig. 2A); partition calorimeter compartments.
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